From: The gr8ful Team
Sent: 09 June 2021 11:16
To: Bradbury, Sandra
Subject: Final statement & new evidence

Hi Sandra
For us as residents the main issues are safety and the breaking of the licence
conditions, regardless of location.
The track and trace app clearly explains what constitutes the first part of your post code in
our case being CW12 (not CW1, which is an entirely different postcode, the app explains
that). I did this in my house (next door to the shooting club, nearer the border). If I type
CW1 in the app will say I am in Cheshire, if I type CW12 in the app then asks me to confirm if
I am Cheshire or Staffordshire.
To clarify - ALL RESISDENTS KNOW WE LIVE IN STAFFORDSHIRE; the Cheshire reference is
just for Royal mail use.
Other New evidence below:
1. 28.4.21 - 8am TTS meats delivery - breaking of a licence condition - reported via email
(see below) and sent to SMDC Licensing and PC Clive Cooper, Staffordshire Police
Licensing Unit.
Hi,
I'm just reporting a continuation of a breaking of licence condition at Cloudside Shooting
Club. I was taking my children to school this morning and noticed a TTS meats delivery to
Cloudside Shooting Club. Receiving deliveries early is a specific licence condition.
Kind regards
Kirstin Bailey
2. 6.5.21 - Customers walking round the site with guns not in sleeves - reported via
email (see below sent 07.05.2021) and sent to SMDC Licensing, PC Clive Cooper,
Staffordshire Police Licensing Unit and Mr Jonathan Cumberbatch, Staffordshire
Police Firearms and Explosives Licensing Manager.
Dear all
Last night at 7.45pm my husband was bringing my son back from swimming club at
Biddulph LC. When he drove past the gun club, he noticed two men carrying guns
without sleeves, he took a photo of the vehicle they went to. My husband also noticed
through the window of the clubhouse that the TV was on.
Hope this information is informative and helpful to your investigations.

I would appreciate some form of update from firearms, as I have not had any feedback
yet regards the minimum 275m safety zone all around from the shooting position.
Kind regards
Kirstin Bailey

Kind regards
Kirstin Bailey
On behalf of the residents.

